INTRODUCTION
The dynamic response of an engineered system under different conditions can be studied, in general, by means of mathematical models implemented in corresponding computer codes for numerical simulations. In particular, in the analysis of safety-critical systems, such as nuclear power plants, oil and gas facilities, electrical grids, etc. model simulations are used to identify extreme configurations and avoid that they remain unexplored and unknown until their (possibly catastrophic) occurrence. (1) (2) (3) The outputs of the simulations guide the analysis of the system evolutions and the identification of those event sequences (i.e., scenarios) that can lead the system into extreme conditions. (4) (5) (6) In this context, the combination of event trees (ETs) (representing the logic of the system) and mathematical models of the system dynamics (describing the dynamics of the physical phenomena involved) has been largely advocated as the way for determining the end states (ESs) that can be reached by the system and deriving the corresponding causality relations among the events. (7) (8) (9) In this line of thought, works on dynamic event trees (DETs) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) have highlighted that the end states reached by a system as a result of an accident scenario do not depend only on the order of occurrence of the events in the sequence, but also on the exact time at which these events occur and on their magnitude. (8, 9, (16) (17) (18) However, the introduction of the time and magnitude dimensions into the analysis makes the size of the system state-space theoretically infinite and, thus, impossible to be explored completely. Also (and in any case), the computational time needed for running a single simulation of the system evolution can be significant: consider, for example, the computer code RELAP used to simulate the thermo-hydraulic behavior of nuclear systems, which can take hours or days for a single run in specific conditions. (19) (20) (21) To address this issue, the majority of the methods available in the literature exploit the discretization of the time dimension and the pruning of ET branches that have low probability, for the purpose of reducing the number of possible event sequences to be explored; however, these techniques may miss "rare" sequences leading to extreme safetycritical outcomes, as pointed out in Refs. 15 and 22, where the authors consider the possibility of biasing the exploration toward critical events.
In view of these challenges, efficient methods for integrated deterministic probabilistic safety assessment (IDPSA) are currently being developed to take into account time dependences in the evolution of the dynamic system and to probe the corresponding event sequence space for identifying unknown unreliability, unexpected scenarios, and critical configurations. (23) Along this line of research, this article contributes an efficient framework for exploring the state-space of a dynamic system with the purpose of discovering event sequences leading to unexpected outcomes. In this context, Refs. 24 and 25 propose methods that focus the exploration efforts, i.e., the simulations, on those scenarios having more uncertain outcomes (i.e., a higher number of end states). For this purpose, they exploit a function based on negative entropy for assessing the uncertainty in the outcomes and a Bayesian scheme for updating the knowledge gathered by the simulations. (26) (27) (28) As a result, scenarios that can reach a larger number of ESs are explored more frequently and thoroughly.
In this article, new driving functions are proposed to allow embedding the analyst's knowledge and preferences into the exploration, e.g., the interest in specific scenarios or ESs. The new driving functions are implemented within a novel, adaptive, semi-automatic exploration framework for efficiently probing the system state-space and retrieving the corresponding information of interest. Demonstration is given with regards to a simple, but representative, dynamic system made by a gas transmission pipe actively controlled by a valve and connected in series to two other pipes in parallel. All the system components are subject to stochastic failures, described by assigned probability distributions. The results of the method are compared to those of a crude Monte Carlo sampling and an entropy-based search scheme of the system state-space. (25) The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, a general description of the problem under analysis is given. In Section 3, the semi-automatic adaptive exploration framework is presented. In Section 4, the case study and the associated results are reported. Finally, in Section 5, some conclusions are drawn and prospective research challenges are suggested.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Within the framework of interest of the present article, a scenario defines a specific sequence (i.e., order) of events in the life evolution of the dynamic system, which may involve a particular group of components, safety functions, or actions (e.g., mechanical failures, activation of safety systems, and human decisions). In this context, DET is used as the logical modeling technique to derive, by means of simulation, the scenarios that can arise in the life evolution of a dynamic system as the result of a sequence of successes and failures of different components and functions. (8, 29) Much software for DET analyses, such as DYLAM, (10) ADS, (11) and MCDET, (14) is available and, in principle, all the possible (accident) scenarios could be extracted, especially by recurring to massive parallel computing (30) or to backtracking techniques. (8) However, not all the possible different time sequences within a given scenario can be explored, by reason of the extremely high computational cost needed for simulating all of them. This is relevant since, as shown, for example, in Refs. 18 and 31, different time sequences (even within the same scenario) may lead to different outcomes, hereafter also called end states (ESs). This justifies the research interests and efforts in taking into account the time dimension of the problem. Typically, an end state is a categorical variable representing in a synthetic way the configuration of the system, e.g., the degradation level of the components (i.e., low, medium, and high degradation) and the state of the system (safe, warning, failure). For the sake of clarity, let us consider a component that starts deteriorating once an initiating event (damage) occurs. Then, the state of degradation of the component, i.e., its end state ES, at a given mission time T Miss depends on the time T init of the initiating damage. An illustrative example is reported in Fig. 1 .
However, depending on the number and typology of the events involved in a scenario, the impact of the event times on the system model simulations can be different. In this light, some scenarios may always lead to similar simulations generating the same outcome; on the contrary, other sequences can lead to a larger variability in the outcomes. For this reason, during the exploration of the possible system evolutions, in some cases, it may be in the analyst's interest to focus the simulation efforts on those scenarios that show higher variability in the ESs (i.e., that have more uncertain outcomes). To this aim, a novel approach, which takes its root in Ref. 25 , is here proposed. The general procedure consists of two steps: (i) selection of a scenario that is "worth" being explored according to a predefined "driving criterion"; and (ii) simulation of a possible system evolution, conditioned to the selected scenario.
In other situations, instead, the analyst may be already aware of some possible evolutions and he/she may be interested in precisely identifying those time sequences belonging to a given scenario S j that can lead to a particular ES i , with the objective of retrieving information and features of the scenario useful to prevent them and prepare for protection against and mitigation of their consequences. (18, 29) Since the contribution of the article mainly lies in the efficient and intelligent exploration of the system state-space, with no interest in the estimation of the probabilities of the events of interest, in all the situations considered (see above) we propose to sample the components' transition times from a joint distribution uniform on the support defined by the scenario selected. (25) For the sake of clarity, let us consider a scenario S j that involves the change of states of two components, namely, A and B, in a specific order within the mission time (e.g., in this case T A < T B ≤ T Miss ). Then, in order to simulate one possible system evolution, we sample the couple (T A , T B ) from the joint uniform distribution on the support defined by S j , which is shown in Fig. 2 as a shaded region. For this purpose, we resort to a MCMC Gibbs sampling. (32) By resorting to a uniform distribution, a more thorough exploration of the time window under analysis is obtained. Actually, the occurrences of component failures are frequently modeled by exponential distributions; this implies that the likelihood of the time of occurrence of an event decreases with the increment of its value. This makes some system evolutions and, hence, some ESs extremely unlikely to occur, thus reducing the exploration capability of a method based on plain random sampling from those (original) distributions. In this respect, Fig. 3 shows the probability density function of the time T int of 
A NOVEL FRAMEWORK FOR THE SEMI-AUTOMATIC ADAPTIVE EXPLORATION OF THE STATE-SPACE OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
The semi-automatic adaptive exploration method consists of three main steps, as sketched in the flow diagram of Fig. 4: (1) preliminary exploration (Section 3.1), i.e., a global exploration of the whole space of the dynamic system according to two possible driving criteria, namely, the guided (Section 3.1.1) and the forced (Section 3.1.2) exploration; this step aims at enhancing the general knowledge of the analyst regarding the role and impact of different time sequences in the evolution of the dynamic system; (2) analyst decision (Section 3.2), i.e., after the preliminary exploration, the analyst can decide to either improve his/her global view of the state space by increasing the number of simulations according to the criteria of the preliminary exploration (step 1), or focus his/her attention on a specific event of interest (step 3); (3) deep exploration (Section 3.3), i.e., a thorough exploration of a particular event: for example, the objective can be that of retrieving the possible evolutions within the scenario S j that can reach a given end state ES i , indicated hereafter as the pair {S j , ES i }.
Preliminary Exploration
The preliminary exploration aims at efficiently retrieving information about the general dynamic behavior of the system (model) under the constraint of limited computational effort (i.e., of a fixed number of available simulations to run): in other words, for each scenario S j , it aims at identifying all the ESs that it can "generate." For this purpose, the analyst can choose either a preliminary guided exploration (Section 3.1.1) or a preliminary forced exploration (Section 3.1.2) according to his/her interest and to the information already available.
Guided Exploration
If the analyst does not have any prior information about the outcomes of the system accident scenarios or if he/she has scarce information, but he/she is not interested in any specific outcome based on the current knowledge at his/her disposal, a "guided exploration" framework should be chosen. In particular, the choice of the scenario that will be explored through a new simulation run is automatically made by selecting the scenario S * which maximizes the driving function I γ (·):
where I γ (S j ) is defined as: where N ES j is the number of ESs that scenario S j can reach (if this information is not available, then it represents the number of ESs that have already been visited within the scenario and it is updated when a new ES is discovered by a new simulation run); n j is the number of simulations that have already been run within S j ; γ ∈ (−∞, +∞) is a parameter that should be chosen according to the preference of the analyst: (i) if γ <0, the driving function chooses more frequently those scenarios that can reach a small number of ESs; (ii) if γ = 0, no preference is given to any scenario; (iii) if γ > 0, the driving function selects more likely those scenarios that can reach a large number of ESs. For the sake of clarity and by way of example, consider a simple dynamic system where only four scenarios can occur S 1 , . . . ,S 4 and where each scenario can reach a different number of end states,
Finally, let us assume that all reachable ESs in the same scenario have the same probability of occurring. Table I reports the average of 1,000 explorations, performed with 100 simulations each, that have been distributed among the different scenarios according to three different values of the parameter γ , i.e., γ = −1 (left), γ = 0 (middle), and γ = 1 (right).
The choice of parameter γ = 1 is particularly suitable because, in this case, the exploration algorithm distributes the simulations among all the scenarios in order to guarantee that each scenario S j "gathers" a number of simulations proportional to the number N ES j of end states that each scenario can "generate."
Forced Exploration
As in the preliminary guided exploration, the algorithm selects the scenario S * that maximizes a given driving function and, then, simulates a dynamic evolution conditioned to the selected scenario S * . However, the driving function, namely, I β (·), of the preliminary forced exploration is defined as:
where ES * is a particular set of end states of interest for the analyst; I ES * is a Boolean variable, which equals 1 if the simulations of scenario S j can reach at least one of the end states in ES * , and 0 otherwise; β ∈ (0, +∞) is the forcing parameter: the higher it is, the more frequently the algorithm selects those scenarios that can reach the end states in ES * ; finally, the remaining variables are defined as in Equation (2) . With respect to the case of the preliminary exploration, a different number of ESs can be included in the set ES * , i.e., the cardinality of ES * can be larger than 1.
For the sake of clarity, let us consider the same trivial example introduced above (Table I) , assume parameter γ = 1, and suppose that we are interested in gathering information about those scenarios that can reach end states E S * = {ES 3 ; ES 4 } (e.g., because they represent extremely dangerous conditions). Table II reports the effects of different choices of parameter β = {0.25; 1; 4} on the final distribution of the simulation runs among the scenarios. If β ∈ (0, 1), those scenarios that can reach the set ES * are penalized in the selection step (left); if β = 1, the algorithm turns to the preliminary guided exploration described above (middle); finally, if β ∈ (1, +∞), the scenarios that can reach the set ES * are favored in the selection step (right).
For the preliminary forced exploration, we have proposed only one function based on one single parameter beta, which reflects an interest about a set of known end states; however, a variety of functions could be used at this stage to force the selection of scenarios according to other desirable criteria. 
Analyst Decision
Every time a preliminary exploration is performed, matrices, such those reported in Table I and  Table II , become available. Hence, based on the events visited (i.e., on the pairs scenario-end state {S j , ES i }) and on the number of simulations that have been run to visit them, the analyst can decide either to increase the number of simulations according to the criteria adopted in the preliminary exploration phase or to perform a deeper and more refined exploration of specific events of interest. According to his/her preference, the analyst has to iteratively choose the maximum allowable number of simulations that can be run according to the preliminary or deep exploration, respectively. In many cases, the dimension of the system (state-space) and the variability of its behavior (in practice, the number of ESs a scenario can reach and the corresponding probabilities), are not known a priori; on the contrary, the computational cost needed for a system simulation can be known (e.g., in terms of average time per simulation). Then, the computational effort can be considered as a constraint that the analyst needs to take into account in accordance with his/her preferences among the different exploration criteria. In this respect, it must be noticed that the proposed method does not guarantee that the whole event space is probed: inevitably, if the computational capacity available (in practice, the total number of simulations that can be run) is small compared to the size of the system state-space, only a limited number of end states can be explored for each scenario.
Deep Exploration
The objective of the deep exploration is to identify, as precisely as possible, which system evolutions (i.e., in practice which combinations of transition times) can lead to a given event of interest. For the sake of clarity, we assume that an event of interest is defined as the pair {Scenario-End-State} = {S j , ES * }; nonetheless, with no loss of generality ES * can represent also an ensemble of end states. Given the structure of the mathematical model, the guiding idea of the deep exploration is to generate time sequences "around" those that have already reached the event {S j , ES * }. In order to achieve this goal, we resort to a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, which allows to generate a set of random samples from any desired (namely, target) probability distribution p(·). (32) In detail, we utilize a MetropolisHasting (M-H) algorithm (33) to sample components' transition times uniformly on the support SES* of the event of interest {S j , ES * }, in other words, to sample uniformly among the transition times that lead to the event of interest {S j , ES * }. The M-H algorithm consists of two steps: (i) proposition of a new candidate T * (in this case, a vector of transition times) in accordance to a proposal distribution q(·); and (ii) acceptance or rejection of the proposed time vector. For the first step, we utilize as proposal a multivariate Gaussian distribution q(T * | T n ) ∼ N(T n , ), having as mean value the last vector of transition times T n accepted in the region of interest and as covariance matrix . In particular, is estimated using the set of transition times generated during the preliminary exploration that have led the system to the event of interest. This choice of the covariance matrix provides a "favorable" acceptance ratio (AR) between the number of proposed and accepted values. Regarding the second step, the proposed value T * is accepted (i.e., T n+1 = T * ) or rejected (i.e., T n+1 = T n ) with a probability α(T n , T * ) = min(r (T n , T * ), 1), where r is defined as follows:
p(·) being the target distribution from which we want to sample. Thanks to the symmetry of the Gaussian proposal q (T n | T * ) = q(T * | T n ), then, Equation (4) can be rewritten as:
Finally, since the target distribution is uniform on the support SES * of the event of interest, then, the probability α(T n , T * ) can be written as:
However, in order to know whether the proposed occurrence time vector T * belongs to SES * , we need to verify that: (a) T * satisfies the time order characterizing scenario S j ; (b) adds to the end state of interest ES * . It is worth verifying the two conditions in the mentioned order, since the second condition implies a system simulation run and the corresponding computational cost.
It must be kept in mind that, whenever the M-H algorithm is used, the acceptance ratio (AR) between the proposed samples and the accepted ones plays a fundamental role. Too high acceptance ratios (AR > 0.9) are a symptom of a proposal q(·) with too small variability, i.e., most of the proposed T * are too close to the original ones and, thus, the algorithm results too slow in probing the support SES * ; on the contrary, too small acceptance ratios (AR < 0.2) are a symptom of a proposal q(·) with too high variability, i.e., most of the proposed T * are likely to fall out of the support of interest SES * . In this respect, adaptive MCMC methods exploiting an adaptive proposal distribution have been presented in the literature and can be employed at this stage to "optimally" fill the support SES * of interest. (34, 35) Nonetheless, if the majority of the proposed samples are rejected due to the constraint (a) of belonging to a given scenario (i.e., of presenting a given precise event timing), an MCMC Gibbs sampler (G-S), such as the one introduced in Section 2, may be useful. Actually, the G-S allows sampling occurrence time vectors that implicitly satisfy the time order constraint (a), probing the entire scenario instead of the support SES * only. Thus, roughly speaking, on the basis of the "area" of the support of the scenario S j that is covered by the end state ES * of interest, the analyst can choose different MCMC methods: if the portion of transition time vectors that leads to ES * is small (Fig. 5,  right) , an M-H algorithm should be preferred to fill this "small portion" of scenario S j ; on the contrary, if the portion of transition time vectors leading to ES * is large (Fig. 5, left) , G-S should be preferred, in order to put more effort on the "even coverage" of the entire scenario S j .
Regarding the approach used to choose the number of simulations to run for performing the deep exploration, two criteria are proposed: (i) fixed number of simulations (as in the preliminary exploration of Section 3.1); (ii) level of filling of the support of the event of interest. For what concerns the second criterion, the idea is to keep on generating new simulation outcomes until the support of the event of interest is filled by an amount of points (i.e., configurations) that "sufficiently" cover the entire outcome variability. In detail, after the preliminary exploration a set of occurrence time vectors EX V (SES * ) = {T 1 , . . . ,T V } that lead to the event of interest {S j , ES * } is available. As a measure of the (time) space filling, the maximum of the minimum distances among these time vectors is considered: then, a time filling index D V (EX V (SES * )) after the preliminary exploration is computed as:
where d(·, ·) represents a proper distance between two vectors. In this article, for example, we consider the Euclidean one. Whenever a new time vector T n is accepted during the exploration, it is added to the set of time vectors that lead to the event of interest, i.e., EX n (SES * ) = {EX n−1 (SES * ); T n } , and the filling index D n (EX n (SES * )) is consequently updated. The deep exploration ends when the ratio between the current filling index and the preliminary one falls below a fixed threshold δ ∈ [0, 1], i.e., when the "density" of time vectors in the support SES* of interest is ∼ (1/δ) l times higher than the preliminary one, being l the size of the time vector T n . Nonetheless, a maximum allowable number n max of samples is also set, in order to limit in any case the maximum 
According to this notation
. Add the nth component to d n−1 recurring to the distance already available from the previous step:
Evaluate the filling index:
D n (EX n (SES * )) = max d n . 5. Check if the stopping criteria are satisfied:
< δ or n > n max
If not, return to step 2.
computational effort. Then, the stopping criterion becomes:
The corresponding algorithm is summarized in Table III .
The space filling capability of the algorithm is strictly related to the dimension of the vectors involved: in practice, the higher the dimension, the larger the number of random vectors needed to reduce the filling index.
CASE STUDY
The case study under analysis is a gas transmission subnetwork composed of two pipes in parallel and another one in series. The input of each pipe is controlled by a valve. The whole block diagram is shown in Fig. 6 , where each pair valve-pipe is considered as a single block.
Each pipe can transmit gas with a maximum flow rate of the opening of the valves in order to guarantee the equilibrium between the input and output flows. Fig.  7 shows the ET containing all the scenarios that can occur in the system. If one of the pipes in parallel breaks, the control system immediately closes the corresponding valve and increases the flow rate of the remaining pipe to the maximum, in order to compensate for the diminished flow. No reparation strategies are considered. The system presents eight possible scenarios with different operating conditions: (i) safe, i.e., all pipes are functioning correctly; (ii) overloaded, i.e., one of the pipes in parallel is closed; (iii) broken, i.e., no gas is provided by the system.
The ESs for each scenario have been defined and classified on the basis of two output variables: (i) the amount of gas provided in safe conditions (GSC), i.e., when all the components are functioning correctly; (ii) the amount of gas provided in overloaded conditions (GOC), i.e., when one of the two pipes in parallel is down and the remaining one works at its maximum flow rate. With respect to that, GSC max and GOC max indicate the maximum quantities of gas that can be provided within the mission time T Miss = 900d, in safe and overloaded conditions, respectively, i.e., GS C max = φ a · T Miss and GO C max = max(φ b , φ c ) · T Miss . The ESs are, then, divided into six classes according to the criteria reported in Fig. 8 . For example,
GOC max } , which means that the system has operated for a medium period of time in safe conditions ( 1 3 GSC max < GSC ≤ 2 3 GSC max ) and, then, once it goes in overloaded conditions, it breaks down (0 ≤ GOC ≤ 1 3 GOC max ). It must be noticed that not all the ESs can be reached by all scenarios: Table IV (left matrix) reports those ESs that can be reached by a given scenario (indicated by 1) and those that cannot (indicated by 0): each column in the table represents an ES and each row represents a scenario. This information is usually not available a priori and in general its retrieval represents one of the objectives of the state-space exploration. However, it is used here to analyze the performance of the proposed method. In Table IV (middle 
Preliminary Guided Exploration
To evaluate the performance of the preliminary guided exploration, two indices are introduced: (i) the number of simulations needed for the first complete exploration (NFE), i.e., the number of simulations that should be run to visit at least once all the reachable ESs for all the scenarios; (ii) the number of simulations needed for the second complete exploration (NSE), i.e., the number of simulations that should be run to visit all the reachable ESs for all the scenarios at least twice. NFE gives information about the number of simulations needed to explore all the events defined by the pairs {Scenario, EndState} = {S,ES}, when the matrices shown in Table  IV (i.e., the ESs) are not known yet. On the contrary, NSE gives information about how the simulations are efficiently distributed among the different scenarios, once the matrices in Table IV (i.e., the ESs) begin to be known as a result of the preliminary exploration. The results of the preliminary guided exploration with γ = 1 are compared to those of: (1) a crude Monte Carlo simulation method (MC) that randomly selects the scenario and, then, simulates the proper transition times according to the uniform sampling criterion proposed in Section 2; (2) an entropy-driven exploration, (25) which follows a procedure similar to the guided exploration, but with an entropy-driven function instead of I γ (·).
Figs. 9-11 show the empirical cumulative density functions (cdfs) of NFE (left) and NSE (right) built on 1,000 samples for the three configurations of the parameters considered in Table IV . It can be seen that the preliminary guided exploration with γ = 1 achieves better or at least comparable performance than the entropy-driven exploration in all configurations considered, for both indexes. This is shown by the fact that the cdfs obtained by the guided exploration (light dashed line) are "shifted" to the left with respect to the cdfs obtained by the entropydriven method (dark dotted line). Both these two steered methods (γ -guided and entropy-driven) outperform the crude MC (light line) in the majority of the configurations of the parameters considered. However, the performance of the guided and of the entropy-driven explorations could be worse than that of the crude MC method for some configurations of the parameters (see, e.g., Fig. 11 ). Indeed, if the configuration is such that the rarest event to visit is inside a scenario (e.g., S 4 , S 5 in this case) that may reach a small number of ESs (i.e., only 4), then, using a method that increases the number of simulations in those scenarios that can reach a larger number of ESs is not effective. Nonetheless, while the entropydriven method is stuck, the guided exploration allows changing parameter γ in order to increase the exploration effectiveness.
Preliminary Forced Simulation
For the analysis of the effects of the preliminary forced exploration, we have chosen the system configuration with flow rate parameter vector [φ a , φ b , φ c ] = [8, 2.2, 6] · 10 4 m 3 /day. In this setting, we assume to be interested in thoroughly exploring those scenarios that can lead to ES 3 . The performance of the forced exploration is assessed by means of the average percent increment of simulations falling inside the scenarios of interest, i.e., those that can reach ES 3 , with respect to the preliminary guided exploration. Different values of the parameter β = {2; 4; 8} are considered to show the effects on the increment in the presence of different levels of computational resources available, i.e., with respect to different numbers of simulation runs [250; 500; 1, 000; 2, 000; 4, 000]. Fig. 12 reports the average percent increment and the respective 0.1 and 0.9 percentiles on 1,000 experiments for each combination of the values of parameter β and number of simulations, for a chosen scenario of interest (S 7 ). According to the definition of the function in Equation (3), the larger the parameter β, the larger the average percentage increment of simulations in the scenario of interest, i.e., around 28% for β = {2; 4; 8}, respectively. However, it must be considered that if parameter β is too large compared to the computational effort, then the performance can be more uncertain, as shown by the intervals corresponding to β = 8 and a number of simulations lower than 500. This is due to the fact that if the parameter β is too large, then the forced exploration will focus its attention (i.e., the simulations) on the scenario that firstly discovers (i.e., reaches) the end state of interest (e.g., ES 3 ) before other scenarios can reach the end state of interest (ES 3 ) as well. The larger the number of scenarios that can reach the ES of interest, the larger the sensitivity to the number of simulations, given β. We do not report the figures for the other two scenarios of interest (S 6 and S 8 ), since they show similar results.
It must be pointed out that the average increment of simulations in the scenarios of interest is conditioned to the number of scenarios that can reach the end state of interest. Indeed, assuming that we are interested in exploring end state ES 6 (which can be reached by all scenarios), then no preference is given to any scenario since the forcing function equally increments the preference for all of them. Furthermore, since the information about the number of end states that a given scenario can reach is typically not available, the previous observation suggests that the forced scheme guarantees an exploration at least as effective as the guided one, when all scenarios can reach the end state of interest.
Deep Exploration
After a preliminary guided exploration of the system defined by parameters [φ a , φ b , φ c ] = [8, 3.6, 5] · 10 4 m 3 /day a large variability in the outcomes is observed within scenario S 5 , as highlighted in Table V . Thus, it is interesting to retrieve the event time sequences that lead to two chosen ESs: ES 1 , which represents the worst final condition, and ES 3 , which has been visited only few times during the preliminary exploration (e.g., according to Table V , highlighted row). The space filling parameter is set to 0.2 with a maximum number of simulations to run set to 5,000. The covariance matrix has been estimated from the vectors of transient times obtained from the preliminary exploration with respect to ES 1 . On the contrary, since only two vectors are available for ES 3 , an independent Gaussian proposal with standard deviation equal to the Euclidean distance between the two vectors is considered. The chosen standard deviation provides an idea of the dimension of the support to explore. Fig. 13 reports the transition time vectors of the scenario of interest S 5 after the preliminary exploration (on the left) and after the deep exploration (on the right). Results confirm that the proposed deep exploration is capable of increasing the number of simulations around the time sequences that reach the ES of interest, increasing the information about those sequences that can lead the system to a particular event. For example, in order to obtain ES 3 , pipe c should break within the initial 100 days whereas pipe b should work at least for 800 days after the failure of the first one.
CONCLUSIONS
IDPSA is expected to lead to a more realistic evaluation of the risks associated to safety-critical systems (e.g., nuclear power plants). One opportunity that is sought is the discovery and understanding of the possible outcomes from the dynamics of accidents, leaving out as little as possible of the unexpected. Thorough system state-space exploration in IDPSA allows identifying extreme situations and critical system characteristics for preventing accidents and/or mitigating their effects.
In this article, a novel framework for the exploration of the system state-space has been proposed. The framework allows including analyst prior knowledge about the system and focusing the exploration on particular configurations of interest, e.g., due to their criticality and/or rarity. Three methods, namely, guided, forced, and deep exploration, are implemented to allow diversifying the exploration in accordance with the preferences and interests of the analyst. Application to a simple system has shown that the proposed framework outperforms an entropy-driven method of the literature, (25) as well as a crude Monte Carlo method, in exploring the system state-space. In addition, the deep exploration
